
Get Your Heads Together

 This game is designed for pairs of any size group. 

Equipment Needed: Paper cups

Preparation: Divide the players into relay teams, paired according to height. 

A paper cup is given to each pair of players. The object of the game is to hold the paper cup between 
the player's heads without the use of hands and move the preselected distance to the goal line. 
The  distance is selected according to the size and coordination of the players.

Once one pair has crossed the goal, the next set goes. Play continues until all of the players 
have crossed the goal line. If the cup is dropped or touched by the player's hands, the players must 
return to the stating line and try again. 

BIVOE EBUIVIA 

(Clap Ball). From Cameroon, Africa.

Draw a line on the floor and divide den into two teams. The teams line up parallel to the center line and 
about six feet from it. A small rubber ball is tossed back and forth between the teams. After each catch, 
the catcher claps his hands once and stamps a foot once. Keep the ball moving fast.

EXPLORING THE MISTY PLANET

Tell your den members that they have arrived on a planet so shrouded with mists that they 
cannot see and must depend on their other four senses to gather information. Blindfold each boy and 
have them sit around a table or in a circle on the floor. Pass four "touch" objects around the circle, 
cautioning the boys to remain silent. When all have felt the objects, place them out of sight. Have the 
boys remove their blindfolds and write down in their "data logs" (small booklets of four quarter sheets 
of paper stapled together and decorated for an alien planet) their guesses of what they have felt. Repeat 
the process with four sounds, smell, and taste objects. 

Suggested sound objects: sandpaper on wood, scissors, a spoon stirring in a ceramic mug, paper tearing

Suggested touch objects: candy gummy worm, seashell, sycamore or sweet gum ball, peanut 

Suggested taste objects: small piece of fruit, cheese, vegetable; toothpick dipped in catsup, chocolate 
syrup, honey, jam 

Suggested smell objects (place in small cup or bowl to pass around): cinnamon; lemon; peanut butter; 
potato chips; bath soap



ASTRONAUT'S GAMES

ASTRONAUT'S TEST.

Divide den into two teams. Each team has a length of broomstick 
three to four feet long. Line up each team relay style. 

First Cub Scout has broomstick. At signal he runs to a line about 15 
feet away, places broomstick upright, one end touching the floor or ground, 
the other end touching his forehead. He then supports the stick with his hands 
and walks around the upright stick five times.  Then he drops the stick, runs 
back as straight and fast as he can, touches off second team member who 
repeats the action. That continues until all members have run. Winner is first 
team to complete the course. 

ASTRONAUT RELAY.

Divide den into two teams. About 15 feet in front of each team, place a beanbag, jump rope and 
rubber ball. 

On signal, the first player on each team runs up, jumps rope 10 times, then tosses bean bag over 
his. head 10 times, and bounces ball 10 times, then runs back to touch off next player, who repeats the 
action. 

Continue until all have raced. First team finished wins 

SPLASHDOWN

Have the boys cut a space 
capsule outline about 3 inches high 
from plywood.

Drill a hole in the top and 
attach a handkerchief parachute. 
Draw a 6 foot wide bull's-eye on 
the ground. In turn, the Cub Scouts 
stand about 25 feet away, fold up 
the parachute around the capsule, 
and try to throw it skyward so the 
"splashdown" hits the bull's-eye.



OXYGEN TANK RELAY

Tell the boys they are on an alien planet and the oxygen in their housing complex is getting 
dangerously low. Divide the boys into two teams. Line them up with a large bucket of water (liquid 
oxygen) and cup for each team. At the other end of the field is an empty oxygen reservoir (large jar) 
for each team. On a signal, the first boy in each line fills his cup with liquid oxygen, races to empty it 
into the oxygen reservoir, and returns the cup to the next boy in line, who continues the process. The 
first team to fill its oxygen reservoir wins. 

SPACE GLOVE CHALLENGE 

Tell the boys they will be collecting rock samples from an alien planet to bring back to study. 
Divide the boys into two relay teams. A pair of canvas gloves, a jar with a lid, and a plate full of 
popcorn kernels are at a goal line for each team of astronauts. On a signal, the first boy on each team 
runs to the goal, puts on the gloves, opens the jar, picks up five kernels one at a time, and puts them in 
the .jar. He then closes the lid, removes the gloves, and runs back to his team to tag the next player, 
who repeats the process. The first team whose players complete all the tasks wins. 

SCHMERLTZ - A Partners Game

A Schmerltz is made with a long cotton tube sock (athletic sock without a heel) and a solid 
sponge rubber softball. Drop the ball into the toe of the sock and tie a knot just above the ball. Voila! A 
Schmerltz! 

The official Schmerltz toss is made by holding the end of the sock, twirling the Schmerltz 
around underhand a few times, and letting it sail to a partner when “critical velocity” has been reached. 
It will fly, streaming like a comet- The only acceptable way to catch a Schmerltz is to grab it out of the 
air, one handed, by the tail only. This takes some practice but eventually it will be mastered, as one 
seemingly grabs the shadow of the leading ball.

HUNKER DOWN

You need two small pedestals, from six 
inches to a foot high. They could be tree stumps, 
overturned five gallon cans (filled with water or 
sand), wood blocks, etc. Each player hunkers down 
on his pedestals, holding the end of a 15 foot rope.

On signal, they begin reeling in the rope, 
tightening and slackening it in order to unbalance the 
opponent and make him fall off his pedestal placed 
about six feet apart.



The Isotope Rescue

Type: Indoor or Outdoor Cooperative

Suitable for: Patrols or Webelos 2 dens

Equipment:
Blindfolds 
Isotope (a small block of wood) 
Tongs
Bucket 
#10 can 
Heavy rubber band that will fit tightly around the #10 can 
Heavy gloves (optional) 
Several lengths of rope tied to the rubber band so that the band can be stretched to fit over the 
can.

How to Play:

This is a team game designed to foster communication skills and interdependence. Layout. 
Place the Isotope, the #10 can and the bucket on the ground several feet apart. The can and the bucket 
are upright, open ends up. One member is blindfolded - he is the astronaut gathering isotopes on the 
surface of a distant planet - and wears heavy gloves and carries the tongs. 

The Other members guide him with only voice commands to pick up the isotope with the tongs 
and place it in the can. 

Once the isotope is safe within the Isotope Carrier Device (the can) the other members stretch 
the rubber band by pulling on the ropes and lower it over the ICD and then lifting the rubber band, the 
ICD and the Isotope by carefully raising the ropes and placing the whole affair inside the bucket 
without tipping anything over.

The Great Rocket Game / The Stick Game

This game was brought to the 2001 Jamboree by Harold Adams of Riverton, Utah. It was very 
popular amongst the Boy Scouts but it was also enjoyed by Cub Scouts and especially by the military 
staff at Fort AP Hill. A 9-year-old Girl Scout and a Japanese Boy Scout (who knew very little English) 
were particularly good at it. Harold called it the Rocket Game so it would fit into our general theme but 
most people called it the Stick Game. 

Type: Outdoor Active

Suitable for: Wolf/Bear Webelos, Boy Scout

Equipment: 1 pole per participant. 3/4 or 1 inch PVC pipe about 5 ft long, capped at both ends works 
great.

Players stand in a circle, facing inwards, each holding his rocket (the pole)  in his left hand so 
that it stands upright resting on the ground, and his right hand kept in his pocket.  The leader calls out
commands, for example: One left. The participants let go of their rocket and atttempt to grab the rocket 



immediately to their left before it falls to the ground. One right The same except he tries to grab the 
rocket to his right. Two left (or right) he tries to grab the rocket 2nd to the left.  If the rocket falls to the 
ground, or touches someone before it is caught, the player is out. Reaching through the circle to grab a 
rocket is not allowed. (player is out.) When only two players remain, on the command 2 left, the 
players must release their rocket, run to their left completely around both rockets and catch the rocket 
they just let go. In this case, if one player runs the wrong direction, chaos results. Great fun. The 
command 3 right or left is reserved for professional ranks.

BEAST, BIRD OR FISH 

Players sit in a circle, with one player in the center. The player in the center holds a soft ball or 
sponge which he throws as unexpectedly as possible at one of the circle players while simultaneously 
calling either "beast" or "bird" or "fish". Then he immediately counts to ten. The person holding the 
ball must yell out a type of animal in the category named, before the count is completed. no words can 
be duplicated. If the player cannot name an animal, he must change places with the player in the 
middle.

To make it easier for younger kids, you could play this game after an activity about animals, so 
they have more ideas. Also, decide beforehand what type of things fit in the categories -- you can 
include insects as beasts, and aquatic creatures (shellfish, etc.) as fish to give you a wider range from 
which to choose.


